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There’s no substitute for experience when you’re tackling a commercial 

installation. 

Over the past nearly fifty years MDC has earned a reputation for innovative 

products, value and service. Actively involved in product research and 

development, time and again MDC is the first to introduce new products, 

solutions, and capabilities to the design market. 

Known to be among the most knowledgeable representatives in the 

industry, MDC’s sales team has a proven knack for navigating the  

company’s extensive portfolio of products and capabilities — including  

digital imaging and custom solutions  — to deliver your design vision within  

your project’s budget.  

The most comprehensive collection of product information, technical 

specifications, installation tips, instructional videos and case studies is 

available at mdcwall.com and through our dedicated and knowledgeable 

sales and support teams.

We stand ready to partner with you to see your project through from 

design concept to successful installation.

THE MDC 
DIFFERENCE
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Make your space a stunner with a selection from our portfolio of handcrafted and 

specialty wallcoverings. Featuring rich flocking, glass beads, sequins and more, 

these unique designs can be used as accents or all over. Either way, these show-

stoppers are sure to make a statement and lend character to any space.

SPECIALTY &  
HANDCRAFTED
WALLCOVERINGS               
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The inherent beauty of organic materials coupled with advances in sustainable 

harvesting and production processes have enabled MDC to deliver a comprehensive 

selection of design solutions composed of bamboo, inlaid wood veneer, grass, and 

natural paper. We continue to grow and evolve this offering through new vendor 

partnerships and collaborations with renown designers.

NATURAL 
WALLCOVERINGS
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MDC STUDIO
DIGITAL 
SOLUTIONS

Designers looking to transform spaces and captivate visitors need look 

no further than MDC for bold, dynamic and leading-edge commercial wall 

design solutions. Propel your designs into the digital age with MDC Studio. 

Our in house design consultants and cutting-edge fabrication technology 

enable you to make your design statement like never before.  
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Use textured, impact-resistant, decorative panels to add visual interest 

with an edge to your space. Choose from our portfolio of textures or 

work with us to create a custom design. Available in a range of finishes, 

panels can be applied to flat or curved surfaces, walls, columns, ceilings 

and more.

DIMENSION 
WALLS AND 
CEILINGS
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Zintra Acoustic Solutions from MDC absorb internal and external sound influences 

to reduce the noise level in a space. And they do it beautifully. Zintra is printable and 

tackable, and you can choose from flat, flush-mounted panels, patterns, side-mounted 

blades, or ceiling baffles and clouds in a range of neutrals and brights.

ZINTRA ACOUSTIC 
SOLUTIONS
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Lend comfort and richness to any space with textiles. Our selection boasts the 

timeless beauty of natural linens and silks, the utility of acoustical, and the durability of 

high-performance textiles in an array of colors, patterns, weaves, and compositions.

TEXTILE 
WALLCOVERINGS              
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VINYL 
WALLCOVERINGS

MDC has assembled a vast array of inspiring vinyl wallcoverings designed 

to meet not only your aesthetic needs, but your performance needs as 

well. Looking for something truly unique? From a simple custom color to a 

proprietary design vision brought to life, our custom capabilities enable design 

flexibility ranging from a simple color match to the creation of something truly 

distinctive.
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DRY ERASE 
SOLUTIONS

Our portfolio includes a full range of dry erase products, from glass to 

custom printed graphic boards to FUZE® Dry Erase Paint. 

Design fl exibility and commercial durability make MDC’s dry erase 

products the perfect choice for corporate, healthcare, retail, education 

spaces, and more. 
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PAINTS AND
FINISHES

MDC approaches paint with the same attention to detail we give to our 

wallcoverings. Choose from one of four MDC Professional Paint finishes 

engineered for unique beauty, rich texture, and ultimate durability. 

In addition to beautiful LiquaPearl and tough Ceramic, our line includes 

textured finishes that take a beating, conceal imperfections and extend 

longevity. 
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Introducing MDC Mirrors and Wall Décor, a full line of fi nishing touches to 

complete your creative vision.

• Explore a stunning collection of mirrors that combine traditional de-

sign with elements of contemporary fl air. Trend-setting fi nishes in every 

shape, every color.

• Discover wall décor that’s eye-popping, yet sophisticated. Conversation 

pieces that strike just the right tone.

At MDC, you’ll fi nd everything you need, in any style, for every room. From 

wallcoverings and paint to dimensional panels, acoustical solutions and cus-

tom digital creations for wood, metal, acrylic and more.

MIRRORS
by
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Custom wall art adds the perfect finishing touch and MDC is here to source, curate 

and create it. Know exactly what you want? We’ll make it happen. Want help vi-

sualizing? Consider our team your creative partner, and take advantage of MDC’s 

consultation services. Because a wall is a floor-to-ceiling expression of style and 

taste, and we look forward to helping you make the most of it with custom wall art.

WALL ART
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PRODUCT INDEX

Front Cover (clockwise from top left ):
Faceted | Dimension Walls
Wamika | Ocre | Zintra Patt erns 
Boho | Len-Tex
Palidish | Genon Contract
Corvo Beads | Unique Eff ects | #PAZ6307

PP 2-3 MDC Diff erence (clockwise from top left ):
Abalone | Verde |Thom Filicia | #TFC1178
MDC Dry Erase 
Burton | Champagne | Handcraft ed | #MHC1279
Giff ard Clouds | Zintra Acousti c Soluti ons
Kaleidoscope Ceiling | New Penny | Dimension Ceil-
ings | #DCP8918-2X2DI

PP 4-5 Specialty & Handcraft ed Wallcoverings (clock-
wise from top left ):
Camilla |White Wash |Unique Eff ects | #MHC1364
Alamosa | Silver Spring | Unique Eff ects | #MHC1354
Wood Triangles | Unique Eff ects | #MUE1032
Amiria | Bark | Handcraft ed | #MHC1298
Diamond Thread | Unique Eff ects | #MUE1026

PP 6-7 Natural Wallcoverings (clockwise from top 
left ):
Empire | Barclay Butera | #MBB2022
Process – Hand-Laying Wood Veneer for Jamie Beck-
with Sextant
Newsprint | Unique Eff ects | #MUE1053
Raw Materials | Bundled Banana Bark
Process | Harvesti ng Water Hyacinth 
Paperweave | Barclay Butera | #MBG2121
Grasscloth | Barclay Butera | #MBG2142
Plain Grounds | Barclay Butera | #MBG2103

PP 8-9 MDC Studio Digital Soluti ons (clockwise from 
top left ):
Digitally-Printed Art on Wallcovering | MDC Studio 
Digitally-Printed Canvases | MDC Studio
Three-Dimensional imagery on Wallcovering | MDC 
Studio
Digitally-Printed Art on Wallcovering | MDC Studio

PP 10-11 Dimension Wall and Ceilings (clockwise 

from top left ):
Alloy | New Penny | Dimension Walls | #DWP7618
Honeycomb | Metallic Silver | #DWP1101
Wayfi nd | Carbon Brushstroke | Dimension Walls | 
#DWP4945
Interlock | Striated Ebony | Dimension Walls | 
#DWP4747
Groovy | Rubbed Bronze | Dimension Walls | 
#DWP4020

PP 12-13 Zintra Acousti cal Soluti ons (clockwise from 
top left ):
Zintra Textures | Vague in Sunshine | Ecru 
Zintra Baffl  es | Standard | Slate
Zintra Patt erns | Prose | Tar
Zintra Baffl  es | Gorge | Cobalt
Zintra Desk Soluti ons | Hex | Smoke

PP 14-15 Texti le Wallcoverings (clockwise from top 
left ):
Phoenix | Taupe Grey | High Performance Texti les | 
#MPT3005
Keane | Buff alo | Natural Texti les I | #MNX1048
Amar Silk | Natural Silks | #MNS3242
Eliza | Stormy | Natural Texti les I | #MNX1019
Buckley | Mushroom | Natural Linens | #MNL1041

PP 16-17 Vinyl Wallcoverings (clockwise from top 
left ):
Big Sur Block | Redwood | Bolta Contract | #BBBK01
Trickle Down | Foiled | Design Gallery Viva La Art | 
#DG1152
Oxford | Thom Filicia 
Havana | Mosswood | Esquire | #MHA5904
Epic Lines | Newport Navy | Genon Contract | 
#W2EL13
Rolls of Havana | Esquire 

PP 18-19 Dry Erase Soluti ons (clockwise from top 
left ):
FUZE Clear Dry Erase Paint over Wood
MDC Glass
FUZE Clear Dry Erase Paint over Color
MDC FUZE Clear Dry Erase Paint over Metal
FUZE Clear Dry Erase Paint over Color
FUZE Clear Dry Erase Paint on Pillar 

PP 20-21 Paints (clockwise from top left ):
MDC Ceramic, LiquaPearl, MicroTex and Slate FX fi n-
ishes in a range of colors. 

PP 22-23 Mirrors (clockwise from top left ):
Custom Mirror
Calibur Mirror | #MHE1001 
Kildare Mirror| #MHE1013 
Keaton Mirror | #MHE1046
Monterey Mirror | #MHE1042 
Harrison Mirror | #MHE1019 

PP 24-25 Wall Art (clockwise from top left ):
Acrylic Wall Art
Acrylic Wall Art
Paper with Matt e Wall Art
Acrylic Wall Art

Framed Wall Art
Wrapped Canvas Wall Art 

PP 28 (clockwise from top left ):
Crack Me Up | Metallic Silver | Dimension Walls | 
#DWP4101
Factory | Ink Press | Restorati on Elements | 
#MRE1271
Zintra Baffl  es | Standard | Mandarine 

Zintra Patt erns | Hex 

MDC Dry Erase
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